Abstract. The end of query is the composition of SQL statements, completed by using the graphical interface. Operator precedence grammar was combined with segmentation to identify query statement in graphic interface, this paper customized the semantic action and added correctness judgment "constraints( )", realized the composition of SQL and added fuzzy operator, multinational language library, process control, fault location and other language technology to make it more powerful, which was the expansion for SQL.
The contents of operator
The conditional operator of subclauses of Where includes >, <, >=, <=, <>, =, !>, !<.
Pattern match operator
Pattern match operator includes "like" and "not like".
The lexical recognition process
The diagram of lexical recognition is shown in fig.1 . 
2.6
The construction of transferred meaning words "and"≡"and" "or"≡"or" "not"≡"not" "greater or equal to"≡ ">=" "Less than or equal"≡ "<=" "not equal to"≡ "<>" "no greater than"≡ "!>" "not less than"≡ "!<" "more than "≡ ">" "Less than"≡ "<" "equal"≡ "=" To satisfy the needs of users, lexical grammar can recognize the words defined by Chinese Character (or other self-defined languages) and are not limited. The basic definition is shown above. [3] 
Intelligent error correction definition
To increase the error correction ability, lexical analyzer can recognize the parenthesis of full angle and half angle and the amount defined is not limited. The basic definition is shown below:
3 The Lexical Definition of Where Clauses in SQ
The lexical definition
Condition → condition and condition | condition or condition |Not condition | (condition) |Text field comparison operator "content" |Text field mode match operator "content" |Numerical value field comparison operator value"and" can be represented by "a", with "or" by "o" and "not" by "n", "(" by "(", ")" by ")", "text field" by "k", "comparison operator" by "q", "mode match operator" by "p", "numerical field" by "c", "content" by "t", "value" by "t". The lexical grammar of Where clauses ca be simply expressed as:
E→EaE|EoE|nE|(E)| kpt| kqt|cqt
the fault-tolerance of lexical grammar
Every keyword that users use is transferred to small letter by Lcase. Users don"t need to add single quote mark to text field and numerical value field. If the lexical grammar is recognized as text field, it will automatically output contents with single quote mark. [4] 
The types of lexical grammar
E→EaE|EoE|nE| ( In the four expressions, there is a arithmetic priority relation between all the end marks, then this grammar is called operator priority grammar.
Construct Priority Relation Table from Operator Priority Grammar
From the definition of grammar, the set of end marks is {a,o,n,(,),k,p,t,c,q,#}. The priority relation of end marks is shown in figure 1. 6 The Arithmetic Analysis of Operator Priority Function [5] . k = 1; s = "#"; Do read the next input mark into a;
{ k = k + 1; s = s & a;} Else return False;} While (a <> "#") If (s = "#E#") return True;
Lexical Recognition and Target Code Generation
The results of recognition are produced in SQL. It"s produced with grammar navigation translation method to recognize the lexicon and produce the target code. [6] 
The lexical motion of logic operator
"a", "o", "n", "p" are output as "space and space", "space or space", "space not space", "space p space" when recognizing the grammar.
E→kpt generative semantic action
when E→kpt::
{if not constraints(k,t) then it"s false to let k equal t;t=""" & t & """}
E→kqt generative semantic action when E→kqt:
{if not constraints(k,t) then it"s false to let k equal t.;t=""" & t & """}
E→cqt generative semantic action when E→cqt:
{if not IsNumeric(t) then c it"s false to let c equal t }
Semantic correctness judgment
When the conditions to be recognized maybe numerical value, text, date, some fields should be limited in value range. The semantic correctness is judged by the constraints(k,t)process. Constraints(k,t)process is Boole type used to judge the format of date field and value range of text field. [7] select 
Natural language analysis
Community Name equal Changqing Road Community and (Name equal Zhang San and sex equal Man) According to s →"# E #", the analysis result is correct, the final SQL is as follows:
community like "Changqing Road Community "and (JumingXX_Tab.name like "zhangsan" and Juming XX_Tab.sex like"man" )
Fault localization analysis
Natural language query is as follows:community like Changqing Road community and (sex like N and name like Daisy).Analysis procedure: Analysis results:community like "Changqing Road community" and (residentXX_sex like "N" and residentXX_name like "Daisy").Experiment results show that this algorithm"s fault location is accurate, has strong ability to identify, and can add prefix automatically for relational database multi-table identification interpretation.
Conclusion
Based on SQL-3 standard, this paper adopts compilation technology and operator precedence grammar to compose query statement and identifies the query language close to natural language through key font library and correlative restriction to make the segmentation and semantic of the input query language with automatic recognition function.
When using the operation, all applications can be assembled compile module to communicate with SQL Server after translation. By testing practice, this algorithm provides a new approach for correct understanding and composition of query language, which is fast and convenient.
